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Part 2: From an idea to
the product

There are numerous urban legends telling about a product
idea sketched on a napkin or a beer mat from where it
had started its road to success until the product went into
production and finally reached its customers.
This road, however, looks considerably less glorious for most
products. It all starts with the stakeholders, i.e. the parties
interested in the product to be developed or in the associated
lifecycle, see also ISO 10006:2017-11 “Quality management
– Guidelines for quality management in projects”.
• Accounting • Accounts Receivable • Actuaries • Analytics/Reporting • Audit • Billing
• Board members • Branding• Business Analysts • Business Community • Catering
• Charities and not for profit • Chief Creative Officer (CCO) • Chief Executive (CEO) •
Chief Finance Officer (CFO) • Chief Information Officer (CIO) • Chief Operations Officer
(COO) • Chief Technology Officer (CTO) • Civil service • Client project team • Community
and community organizations • Company Secretary • Competitors • Customer Service
• Customers • Department heads • Designers • Directors • Distributers • Emergency
services • End User • Engineering • Environmental groups • Expenses department •
Facilities • Finance • Fraud • Government • Health and Safety • Hospitality • Human
Resources (HR) • Insurance • Inventory • IT • Key Individuals • Lease holders • Legal •
Lobby groups • Local authority/local governance • Local interest group • Local people •
Logistics • Maintenance • Managers • Manufacturers • Marketing • Media • Networking
• Non-human e.g. animal • Occupational Therapy • Operations • Other Program and
Project Managers • Partners • Planning • Pressure Groups • Procurement • Product team
• Professionals e.g. medical • Programmers • Project team • Property owners • Public
Relations (PR) • Publishing • Quality Assurance • Recruitment • Regulators (Health &
Safety, Central Government) • Research • Resellers • Residents • Revenue recognition •
Sales • Security • Senior Management Team • Service providers • Shareholders • Social
Media team • Specialists • Staff • Subject Matter Experts • Suppliers • Supply Chain •
Telephony/Telecommunications • Trade Unions • Travel agent • Treasurer • Trustees •
Unions • Users • Venture capitalists • Venue provider • Veterinary • Vice Presidents (VPs)
• Volunteers • Wages (Payroll) • Web development • Working parties • Zealots (any person
who is fanatically committed) …
Source: https://www.stakeholdermap.com/stakeholder-list.pdf as of 18-01-15
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These stakeholders put demands on the products and

You may link these lists and combine them in various

services. These demands also include quality management

matrices ensuring an information flow based on the

system requirements as defined by international standards,

principle: If there is an element that does not relate to any

respectively in chapter 8.3 “Design and development of

other element, the design will be incomplete.

products and services” of
You usually start with the development of functional

• ISO 9001:2015 and

structures. After all, a product is supposed to work in a
specific environment and under specific conditions. You

• IATF 16949:2016.

thus have to construct a functional model describing this
In general, there are two different categories of requirements

structure in a solution-independent way.

– the functions a product has to fulfil and a broad
range of “-ilities”, i.e. aspects that are not part of
any function but also play an important role. Some
well-known examples are reliability, availability and
maintainability.
Now we have reached a point where the whole issue
becomes confusing. No one ever juggles several lists
and bears in mind how the elements of both lists relate
to one another. We need some software helping us
keep track of all the requirements.
Now the dilemma begins. There is not a single software
product available supporting a comprehensive
information processing process during the entire
product lifecycle. Even though there are brilliant
solutions for the single stages available, the transfer

Fig. 2 Functional model based on a FAST analysis (Functional Analysis System
Technique)

of information is very laborious since experts have to
manage this transfer from stage to stage. There are too many
formats, the level of granularity is too
high and there is too much erroneous
information – even if the provided
information is complete and up-todate.
Acclaro® DFSS helps you describe
the early stages of the product
lifecycle. It offers predefined lists
for different stakeholders and for
various requirements.
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Fig. 1 Source: http://www.dfss-software.
com/default.asp

